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The field of stage management has in recent times been well established in the theatre 
industry on Broadway in New York City, through growing literature and platforms, which allowed 
people to understand the role of stage managers. Actors' Equity Association (AEA), Tony Awards, 
and all Broadway shows list stage managers on the Playbill. The book ‘The Back Stage Guide to 
Stage Management:’ by Kelly and ‘Stage Management’ by Stern inform the basic knowledge of 
stage management. Additionally, the stage management program at Columbia University provides 
practical experience to students. As such, these types of advanced information on Broadway 
increased the understanding of stage management knowledge and awareness in this industry. 
However, there is a lack of information about professional stage management in Korea, 
particularly in terms of educational background and culture in Korean theatre industry. For the 
purposes of this paper, a comparison is thus needed to explain why the field of stage management 
specifically and overall theatrical development has had varying impact on the role of  stage 
managers in two different theatre industries in question – namely the industry in The Republic of 
Korea and the Broadway industry in the United States. In order to introduce appropriate guidelines 
for Korea’s stage management industry, it is important to compare the advanced and specialized 
systems of each industry through interviews with current stage managers, producers and directors 
in Korea and on Broadway. 
In Korea, there is much literature that sets the standard role stage managers need to play in 
the theatre. Such literature highlights the responsibilities of stage managers in rehearsals and 
performances; and defines basic tasks such as scheduling and sending out rehearsal and 
performance reports. Most of this literature simply introduces what stage management work is in 
general and explains, for example, how to create complicated paperwork that accompanies stage 
management work. In Korea, several stage management studies have introduced many production 
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processes. Jeong (2004) simply explains the quality of a stage manager and proposes the most 
efficient ways to work on the play, King Lear, as a stage manager. Han (2008) explained essential 
administrative and technological knowledge needed for a stage manager even including a listing 
of the necessary tools. Kim (2010) explains the production process: pre-production, production, 
and post-production within the Broadway musical production of The Lion King, in Korea. Choi 
(2012) explains the definition and responsibilities of a stage manager throughout entire musical 
productions. Lee (2014) observes and describes the function of a production stage manager in the 
licensed musicals and describes.  
As iterated above, these studies are descriptions, but there is a lack of literature that defines 
the role of theatrical stage managers in Korea. As a result, stage management in Korea overall is 
not growing in the right direction nor towards specific goals. There is an urgent need for more 
information beyond simply that which explains the basic skills, responsibilities, and the 
methodology of stage managers. Despite these limitations, the Korean theatre industry and the role 
of stage managers have evolved and changed in recent years. Through access to different articles 
and information, an increase in attention to the field of stage management has resulted from an 
increase in audiences. Although opportunities have expanded, Korea’s stage management industry 
has not been able to keep up with the evolving changes. Importing many licensed musicals from 
the Broadway industry is one of the great opportunities to increase the stage management 
knowledge and awareness. The importance of having union-guided policies and how that affects 
particularly the financial aspects of the field also brings a positive light to the stage management 
field in the new Korean theatre industry. The advocacy of the Actors' Equity Association (AEA) 
is a good point of comparison between the different systems in between Korean and American 
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theatre industry. Other organizations such as I.A.T.S.E, Local 763, Local 798, and Local 802 also 
represent and indicate clearly the responsibilities of stage managers.  
The current existing literature on stage management only explains and lists the simple 
responsibilities of stage manager in Korea. Though this information is crucial and relevant, this 
literature only focuses on describing its role, without highlighting changes that emerge due to 
technical innovations as well as cultural circumstances. This paper aims to compare how the 
historical, cultural, technical, and educational aspects of stage management have evolved in Korea. 
Theatrical professionals in Korea need to know what stage managers do and why they are relevant. 






Who is a Stage Manager?  
Even though the role of a stage manager may vary from country to country, a stage manager 
is generally a key communicator in the theatre. A clear understanding of the term, “stage manager” 
is important because a stage manager is the one who takes care of the overall production from the 
beginning to the end. A stage manager should have knowledge about basic aspects of design so as 
to have the skills and abilities to effectively run performances. Stage managers help the production 
team by enabling effective communication through various paperwork. The stage manager is also 
a master of scheduling, basically, managing the use of time for the production. They check on the 
schedule and at the same time, take care of the attendance of the whole production team. Stage 
managers are also responsible for all preparations for rehearsals, they maintain production design 
elements, and maintain the overall atmosphere and requirements of the director. Essentially, to 
bring on the stage the best performance conditions. Stern (2005) and Billings (2012) also 
emphasize communication skills as an essential aspect of being a stage manager. 
A stage manager is responsible for all processes and procedures. Before the performance 
begins, stage managers take part in meetings to discuss pre-production procedures. Through these 
meetings, stage managers coordinate communication between the director and all designers to 
make sure all elements of the production occur at the appropriate time and are executed accurately. 
Coordinating props and furniture as well as being a liaison for the creative team is one of the many 
responsibilities of a stage manager. According to Maccoy (2004), stage managers have the overall 
responsibility for keeping every aspect of the performance aligned and this requires maintaining 
discipline backstage.  
The book ‘The Back Stage Guide to Stage Management:’ written by Thomas Kelly (2009), 
includes basic guidelines for a stage manager who does not have any background in this field. In 
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order to handle various artistic personalities, tactful discipline and a sense of humor are needed. 
Positive energy and organization are also needed to handle the production team; and to create 
artistic inspiration and technical knowledge. Therefore, it is important for stage managers to have 
a good relationship with a director and producer to support their roles adequately. Even though the 
stage management team is the central position in the production team, they are in charge of the 
central clearinghouse of information between the creative side and the managerial forces, stage 
managers need to be the clear communicator in the team. Kelly (2009) indicates that: 
Robert Currie, once told me there are two rules of stage management: The first rule is that 
stage managers should have no opinions; the second rule is that they must know when to 
break rule one (p.24). 
There are no specific rules for stage managers because there is no “one way” to do 
something. However, stage managers should have adaptability skills, organizational skills and the 
ability to prioritize. Another book ‘Stage Management’ written by Lawrence Stern (2005), also 
says that there is no definitive list of a stage manager’s duties. According to Stern (2005), stage 
managers can be simply defined as the person who has responsibility for running the entire 
production, starting from the pre-rehearsal process to the time it takes for the on stage performance 
to occur. As Stern (2005) says, “the stage manager is the individual who accepts responsibility for 
smooth running, on stage and backstage, in pre-rehearsal, rehearsal, performance, and post-
performance phases (p.5).” As a result, the lack of cohesion and clarity in defining stage managers 
even in America makes it hard for other countries to comprehend and apply. 
Additionally, stage managers have significant responsibility when running a live 
performance. Numerous unexpected challenges and changes may arise during these types of shows. 
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Therefore, the role of stage managers is crucial to direct movement and to make calls during the 
performance. Maccoy (2004) describes what stage management is in a live performance: 
Stage management is recognised as an integral part of the process of creating a piece of 
live performance. Without it, or with it done badly, the process is unlikely to be smooth, 
fruitful and enjoyable, and theatre-making should be all of these (p.10). 
Running a live performance also includes audience involvement. In a live performance the 
audience is a part of the production, audiences observe and connect with everything that happens 
on the stage. Stage managers are in charge of running the live performance in a safe way, by taking 
care of any unexpected emergency situations. It is the responsibility of stage managers to handle 
those situations systemically during live performance and allow audiences to see the show and 




STAGE MANAGEMENT ON BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY 
History of Stage Management  
It was during Shakespeare's and Molière's time that the role of stage management first 
emerged (Brady, 2013). And starting from the eighteenth century, the term “stage manager” was 
first used in England (Brockett & Hildy, 1991). Later in the eighteenth and nineteenth century, the 
term “Prompters,” known varying as “Ordinary,” “Bookholder,” “Conveyour,” “Régisseur,” or 
“Souffler,” were those who took on the responsibilities of contemporary stage managers. 
According to Scheier (2017); 
Prompters used these journals to record overtime, payment, benefit performance 
information, a complete list of plays performed in a season, and the list of actors employed. 
Interestingly, the prompter also recorded a primitive rehearsal and performance report each 
day, recording who was absent, who went on, and any notable events that occurred during 
the performance. 
The ‘book keepers’ and ‘stage keepers’ created a professional team in terms close to current stage 
management structure before the role of ‘prompter’ emerged during post-war unionization (Cattell, 
2015). 
Many terms were used interchangeably, and the role of stage manager was first established 
in the theatre history as an “Actor-Manager” (Scheier, 2017). Before 1870, the stage manager’s 
role was similar to contemporary director’s tasks. The Actor-Manager’s responsibility was to 
archive all actors' entrance and exit on and off stage; as well as to manage systemic gestures such 
as taking blocking notes and performing onstage to help directors and actors (Scheier, 2017). In 
the late 1800’s when the role of directors became more common in the theatre, stage managers 
developed and transformed into a role similar to that of a technical director. For instance, the role 
of stage managers was to build sets and purchase props to help and support designers. 
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Henry Irving created the role of the director as a separate entity and made changes in the 
theatre industry that affects the role of stage managers till today (Brady, 2013). For instance, he 
was the first to utilize colored light in theatre, he invented the booking system, developed the duties 
of the backstage crew, and increased the length of rehearsal times (Brady, 2013). The fact that 
Irving also employed a stage manager shows that there is a prominent role that stage managers 
partake and this in itself emphasizes the necessity of the stage manager. 
Broadway productions and audiences have been developing and growing since the mid-
1980s (TheBroadwayLeague, n.d). Since then, Broadway produces an average of three productions 
annually and there has been a continuous increase in audience attendance every year. In 1984, 
there was an audience of 7.25 million and that has gradually increased to 14.77 million people in 
2018 (TheBroadwayLeague, n.d). This is double the attendance in roughly 35 years. An average 
of 35 productions are produced yearly. Producer Choi points out that 65 percent of the audiences 
on Broadway are tourists, both domestic and foreign (Y.H. Choi, personal communication, January 
27, 2020).   
The long tradition and rich production industry have resulted in rapid cultural advancement 
through continued tourist attraction. Many other industries have made investments particularly as 
audiences diversified, contributing greatly to establishing the Broadway image we know today. 
Alongside this advancement, the profile of the stage manager has also risen on Broadway. This 
recognition in turn led to an increase in the number of studies in the field of stage management. 
Through Broadway, the work and history of stage managers have advanced. 
Currently, stage managers are present in every performance on Broadway and their roles 
are clearly defined. As a result, the clear and distinct roles contributed to the awareness of how 
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important the role of the stage manager on Broadway. Furthermore, the success of production led 
to an increased understanding of stage management. 
Comparing the purpose of the past stage managers tasks such as managing props, costumes, 
and actors to contemporary stage managers responsibilities – it is clear the role has developed in 
detailed and specific ways. The stage manager now has a more interactive role with the production 
team as production aspects have modernized. Keeping up with technological developments, 
building relationships, and communication skills are other responsibilities for a stage manager in 
the contemporary period.  
It is essential to clearly describe how stage management settled down in the U.S., especially 
on Broadway. Additionally, it is important to know how the stage management team has remained 
an important position on Broadway. As the roles of stage managers became more important, 
Actor’s Equity Association (AEA) was established and stage management roles have become 
clearer and protected by policies. On February 18, 1942, Equity Stage manager requested for a 
special agreement and modifications to the AEA to consider the possibility of a stage manager 
contract. The contract includes the stage manager’s duties, minimum salary, rehearsal period and 
specific dates and time, as well aspects which define a stage manager’s dignity (Scheier, 2018; 
AEA; Actors' Equity Association, n.d.).  
When looking at the historical and cultural facts, it is evident that the role of stage manager 
has become an independent field in the theatre. Today, as technology has been developed in many 
industries, various jobs have been created whilst others have disappeared. Many roles in theatre 
might have been replaced by technical machines and it made their jobs easily. Although humans 
inevitably rely on technology as part of the theatre, stage managers are not replaceable because 
their duties cannot be replicated by a machine. There are many reasons a theatre invests in a stage 
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management team for their production, mainly because they understand that they must commit to 
paying stage managers in order to maintain consistency - from pre-production, in rehearsal period, 
and the performances. Maccoy (2004) adds that the general responsibility of the stage manager in 
the production is consistency for all elements of the design and direction, so as to meet the 
requirements through the whole production process. Because of this reason, stage managers have 
not been replaced by technology and continue to play an essential role in the advancement of 
theatre production as a separate entity.  
 
Development of Technology, Culture, and Methodology 
The development of the theatre, from Ancient Greece, the Roman Theatre, the Medieval 
Pageant and the Modern period, has been very diverse, so the necessary props and technical parts 
of the stage have grown as such (Brady, 2013). In the late nineteenth century, the second industrial 
revolution resulted in big advances for stage managers because it resulted in the technical 
advancement in the theatre. It was then that electrical lighting made programming theatrical lights 
possible. It was now possible to create complicated light groups and stage managers started to call 
the shows with this advanced technology. Between 1870 and 1930, a stage manager gradually 
transitioned from prompter and the role became clearer (Scheier, 2017). The prompter was now 
replaced by an assistant stage manager who mechanically handled the backstage during the 
technical process, while the role and responsibility of the stage manager evolved to calling the 
show during the performance. According to Brady (2013); 
In the wings he supervises those who are in change of “secrets;” he entrusts to certain 
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men, in whom he has confidence, the duty of collecting the money at the entrance to the 
play; on stage, he is here, there, and everywhere: book in hand, he serves as prompter; he 
is truly the “master of the play” (Brady, 2013).  
The electric switchboard was introduced in the New Theatre, London, in 1947 with the use 
of the prompt corner at the première of J. B. Priestly’s Ever Since Paradise (Cattel, 2015). At that 
time, it was basic cue-light technology. In his 1934 textbook Behind the Scenes, John Sommerfield 
depicts and provides the instructions for the lighting control board and the prompt corner with a 
description of how to run the system (Cattell, 2015). These developments paved the way for the 
theatre to have programmable lighting cues and set machinery with the great technical 
advancement we see today (Sommerfield, 1934).  
Cultural and historical development is another important aspect that led to the growth of 
the performance business. For instance, the invention of Linotype in 1884 was also a huge 
movement in the theatre industry since it made it possible for stage managers to archive a 
promptbook in different ways (Scheier, 2017). This development made the stage manager’s job 
easier and gave them the confidence to complete their duties. On the other hand, stage management 
should advance in tandem with the advancement of technology (Scheier, 2017). Carmody suggests 
that stage managers should continually cultivate their skills by generating new technical 
expansions and apply it in their jobs (Carmody, 2015). 
The techniques and tools used to carry out these tasks have drastically changed how the 
job is performed. For example, the widespread use of the typewriter allowed for clearer 
notes and paperwork, rather than hastily written on a piece of paper and stuffed into the 
promptbook. This eventually led to the computer, which now allows stage managers to 
repeatedly update and reprint paperwork instead of needing to rewrite or retype the entire 
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document. In recent years, there has been a push for software apps for phones, tablets, and 
computers that will make the duties of the stage manager even easier to complete (Scheier, 
2017). 
More advanced technological development in contemporary platforms, such as Tony 
Awards, Playbill, Broadway.com, and USITT (United Stages Institute for Theatre Technology), 
in the online community and its advancement also expanded cultural aspects of the theatre industry 
(TonyAwards, n.d.; Playbill, n.d.; Broadway.com, n.d.; USITT, n.d.). 
Throughout the history of theatre, a stage manager’s duty has always been to innovate – 
both before and after the technologies were brought into the field. Compared to the past, theatre 
has improved in many aspects such as technology, costumes, and lighting, and it is necessary for 
someone to be responsible for these aspects (Maccoy, 2004). Due to technological advances, 
modern stage managers are responsible for managing various aspects of technology. As a result, 
the stage managers’ responsibilities became heavier and they had more tasks to do. 
Compared to today, there was little design work, as set and props were taken from storage 
every night, and costumes were provided by the actors. Keep in mind that electricity hasn’t 
been invented, so lighting is primarily daylight or candlelight, (neither of which can dim!), 
and was eventually extended to include oil lamps (late 1700’s), gas lamps (early 1800’s) 
and calcium lamps (mid 1830’s, also known as limelight), which could be manipulated 
manually, but only a little (Scheier, 2017). 
Since a stage manager is the communicator, it is important to know the core of stage 
managers’ tasks and how advancements in technology impacted this position. From Billings’ point 
of view (Billings, 2012), stage managers’ essential knowledge is communicated through different 
channels now - emails, cell phones and the internet. It is thus important to maintain skills that stage 
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managers need to have when communicating during the production process. Technological 
advances not only make functional changes, but also change interactions such as communication 
(Carmody, 2015). 
It is clear from this list that technological advances of the late 20th century have had a 
major impact on this important facet of stage management. Practitioners have had to adapt 
their practices to reflect the expectations created by the changing communication methods 
of society at large. However, it remains to be seen whether or not newer, faster means of 
communication are necessarily better ways—both for society and for stage managers 
specifically (Carmody, 2015, p.59). 
In the development of technical parts in the theatre industry, stage managers’ 
responsibilities have changed as well. Many parts are already replaced by technical in the theatre 
and it requires stage managers’ tasks to be done more efficiently. On the other hand, stage 
managers are also required to have knowledge of specialized skills such as complex paperwork 
and FileMaker programs. These technical aspects require qualified instruction and many 
universities in America are providing such training. The knowledge of stage management has to 
be taught to students and the requirement is already set in American theatre industry.  
 
Education of Stage Management 
There is always the question of whether to go to college or go straight into the workforce. 
In the former, one achieves higher education, meets great mentors, and builds up networks. In the 
latter, one goes straight into the field through an internship and apprenticeship. These practical 
questions have always been asked and are still ongoing (Scheier, 2019) 
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Given the aforementioned challenges, we seek to address learning outcomes by posing the 
following questions: Why does studying theatre matter? What are the criteria for success 
in an undergraduate theatre education? How can the experiential skills and knowledge we 
provide our students not only give them the tools for launching a self-fulfilling career, but 
also for shaping the world in which we live? (Zazzali & Klein, 2015, p.263). 
For someone deciding whether or not to pursue an education in stage management, one has 
to clearly think about how they determine what a “good” stage manager is. According to Stern 
(2005), the basic characteristics of a good stage manager include: strong organizational and 
leadership skills, the ability to influence the staff and be a self-starter, and the capacity to accept 
responsibility. Other qualities of good stage managers listed by Stern (2005) include the ability to: 
keep cool, keep one’s mouth shut, and eyes and ears open, think ahead, and be considerate, 
organized, efficient, punctual, dependable, and a good communicator. 
The management of creativity entails more than just good administration, however; it also 
requires intuition, sensitivity, adaptability, resolution, intelligence and discipline. It is these 
qualities that are the foundation of good stage management. Good stage management 
should be informed by a solid grasp of the underlying principles, both of theatre-making 
and of management, an understanding of ‘why’ that will lead to ‘how’ (Maccoy, 2004, 
p.10). 
Yet, the necessity of education for a stage manager in school is still questionable. Michael 
Passaro, the head of the stage management concentration at Columbia University and production 
stage manager for the musical Moulin Rouge!, responds that “a stage manager’s job, as it exists 
today, is executive in nature and demands rigorous training and education” (M.J. Passaro, personal 
communication, January 28, 2020). He believes that this position needs to be learned and practiced 
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in an academic environment before going into the professional field. It is necessary to learn, study 
and practice in practical environments that are reflections of the real working world. 
After the Carnegie Institute of Technology (now known as Carnegie Mellon University) 
became the first college to offer a stage management program in 1914, the United States now has 
stage management programs in several states and universities and is dedicated to nurturing stage 
management talent in both professional and practical ways (Scheier, 2019). 
Archived references provided for early students indicate the nature and extent of the course; 
one student ‘entered the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art in September 1958, as a 
Technical Student of Professional Stage Management in the Theatre, and in December 
1959 successfully completed a full Academy Course of four terms (Cattell, 2015, p.333). 
The contemporary stage management industry in America is already at large. The role of 
stage management on Broadway is now a necessity and stage management programs can be found 
all over the United States, more so than in other countries around the world. Stage management 
education is not only to educate students to have basic information about stage managers but also 
to provide them with fundamental skills that they can practice in a practical environment. 
Understanding the different learning opportunities afforded by university programs in stage 
management and entry-level professional opportunities in stage management is crucial in 
order to optimize the learning potential of both experiences and justify their continuance. 
Stage management is a young and evolving practice, and therefore so is stage management 
training. The idea of a university education in stage management is newer still, and not to 
be taken for granted (Carmody, 2015, p.76). 
The Equity rule is another fundamental element that stage managers should acquire and 
learn to take care of the whole production. In America, since the Broadway theatre industry has 
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developed since the 19th century, many organizations have been established which have supported 
the artistic movement. Actor’s Equity Association (AEA) was founded and stage management 
unionized, protected by this organization. Stage managers also need to be educated with the 
relevant, necessary knowledge. 
Actors' Equity Association, founded in 1913, represents more than 51,000 professional 
Actors and Stage Managers nationwide. Equity seeks to foster the art of live theatre as an 
essential component of society and advances the careers of its members by negotiating 
wages, improving working conditions and providing a wide range of benefits, including 
health and pension plans (Actors' Equity Association, n.d.). 
According to Michael Passaro, students in stage management programs should have the 
ability to understand the human condition and how that gives the qualities and characteristics of a 
good stage manager - such as having empathy, compassion, understanding, collaboration, and 
service. “A good stage manager’s precision, attention to detail, and an overwhelming realization 
that the work makes great demands on the soul of its practitioners” (M.J. Passaro, personal 




STAGE MANAGEMENT IN THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA 
History of Stage Management 
As discussed previously about the evolution of theatre development in America, South 
Korea has similarly been progressing in its cultural development. However, this progression has 
not been around for long, and Korea only pertains to its short 100-year long history. The first 
Korean cultural movement was the March First Movement in 1919. Even though it was not 
successful, it was the first mass socio-political movement to influence the cultural development in 
the education system in Korea. This movement was enough to motivate the modern Korean theatre 
movement (Jang, 2004). In August 1931, the central organization of the Korean theatre, Theatre 
Arts Research Association (TARA) improved understanding of modern Korean theatre and their 
members introduced new aspects of modern theatre to Korean audiences in various ways. This 
movement also led Korean theatre to establish a theatre academy during this period (Jang, 2004). 
TARA soon became a central organization of the Korean theatre and it exercised major 
influence throughout the 1930s. For their ultimate goal of improving Koreans’ 
understanding of modern theatre, the members of TARA tried to introduce several aspects 
of modern theatre to the Korean audience in as many ways as they could. They delivered 
the cultural background, the social meaning and the values of modern drama not only 
through performance, but also through public lectures and in the form of written text. 
TARA first published the journal Geukyesul (Theatre Arts), thus expanding the function 
of theatre as an institution. (Jang, 2004) 
After a while, the theater in Korea history begins with the Korean-style opera named 
Phansori (판소리), which was the first performed as indoor theatre in the 1920s and 1930s.  
Despite its relatively long history, Korea does not have the long, rich history of both theatre and 
stage management development at the same time. This has inevitably enabled the role of stage 
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managers to develop their roles in the industry and ultimately limited their ways to express their 
own central skills in a variety of ways (Kim, 2016). 
Phansori is a Korean traditional performance. Phansori is a form that brings out the Korean 
sentiment and tradition through performance. This particular type of performance has been 
performed on an outdoor stage. As a rather simple performance, Phansori has been performed with 
Korean traditional fans and with a minimal number of people. When contrasting modern day 
theatre productions in America, differences lie in the amount of equipment, types of design, and 
the amount of stage blocking. For this reason, the awareness of stage managers is naturally very 
limited. 
There is also a Korean version of opera called Changguk (창극). Changguk has a larger 
scale than Phansori and is an essential art form. Thus, historically and culturally, Korea has two 
traditional heritage outdoor performance forms namely the Phansori and Changguk.  
There were also cultural parts that were historically dominated by Japan and absorbed in 
the form of theater from Japan influencing the acceptance of Korean culture. Due to the integration 
of Western culture, the transition from outdoor performance to indoor can be seen as the union of 
Western culture with the traditional Korean theatre culture. 
At that time Japanese censorship dictated much of the contents of art. The renaissance of 
Korean culture began when the occupation ended in 1945. The Korean National Theatre, 
the first of its kind in the whole of Asia, was founded in 1950. Somewhat later the first 
Western-type theatre hall with a proscenium stage, sponsored by the Rockefeller 
Foundation, was built in Seoul. Gradually, large theatre houses and cultural centers have 
mushroomed all over the country. (Asian Traditional Theatre and Dance, 2018) 
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In the 19th century, the western concept of theatre and drama, indoor theatres like Chinese and 
Japanese forms were introduced in Korea, which still had outdoor performances. It was a new 
concept of theatre performance for Korea and the Western culture affected and converged with 
Korean traditional heritage and adapted into a new theatre culture. 
For traditional Korean theatre, in terms of props and actors blocking, stage managers were 
not needed because usually the production was very simple with only two actors and one musician 
on the stage. For this reason, the stage management role was played by someone else instead of 
having a devoted stage manager.  
Through this relatively recent development, the union of Western and traditional Korean 
theatre, Korea has established its own contemporary theatrical and cultural industry. It is an 
industry that is still adapting and developing, and Korean theatre and stage management is not 
fully settled down. 
 
Development of Technology, Culture, and Methodology 
Korea has seen many changes in the role stage managers play onstage today. The 
development of Korean theatres has grown tremendously in a short amount of time since 1945. 
For example, Seo Jung-min, a stage manager in Korea said that Korea’s technical advancement is 
incomparable to any other country in the world. When comparing with other countries, stage 
manager Seo presents Korea as a country that is skilled in preparing the stage and setting 
installments in a short amount of time, while maintaining accuracy and safety (Hwang, 2016). 
Korea's rapid cultural development has had a great influence on Korean theater 
development, and the importance of stage managers is well respected. For instance, stage manager 
Seo had put countless performances on the stage in Korea. In addition to musicals, he was also the 
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director of cultural events for the 2013 Pyeongchang Winter Olympics. In Korea, stage managers 
are joining general directors for big events as well as musicals, and popularizing stage managers 
to be awarded by the people (Hwang, 2016). 
Furthermore, these days Korea has great cultural impact especially due to the popularity of 
KPOP (Korean Popular Music; such as PSY-Gangnam Style and BTS, Korean boybands, 
commonly referred to as BangtanSonyeondan) and the world has been focusing on and observing 
this culture by investing in many Korean cultural industries. At the same time, many technical 
parts in theatre have been invested and theatre industry have been developed from many other 
movements.  
There is an essential government agency, the Cultural Institute in Korea belonging to the 
Ministry of Culture, Sports, and Tourism of Korea. Korean government invests a lot of money in 
culture, about 1.7 million dollars, of which 25-35% is used budget for the performance art accounts 
(H.Han, personal communication, April 3, 2019). The Korean Cultural Institute, taking New York 
as an example, has been introducing and interacting with Korean culture in the central city of 
theatre since 1979. According to program director Han in Korean Cultural Center New York, this 
cultural investment has created opportunities for Korean artists in New York to participate in 
performances and it impacts on the propagation of Korean culture for the next generation (H.Han, 
personal communication, April 3, 2019). As such, small efforts are striving to make Korea’s 
culture and art known to the wider community. 
In Korea, the musical business has improved, and many Broadway musicals have been 
imported into the country. From this movement, stage managers have become more known to 
Korean musical industry because licensed, imported musicals have policies to follow their 
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production’s instructions, especially having stage managers in their production to manage their 
show and maintain production quality.  
For instance, U.S. based stage manager, Randall White, who worked on the production 
Dreamgirls as a production supervisor in Korea in 2009 As such, White was an enormous help to 
the Korean production team. While working with Dr. Noh, the production stage manager in the 
Korean production team, felt a great cultural difference between Korea and the United States, but 
experienced a high level of theater quality and understanding (R. White, personal communication, 
February 4, 2020). 
Furthermore, the Korean cultural and theatre industry has been improving and progressing. 
Korean theatre industry has transferred to Broadway. Some Korean musicals have been performed 
Off-Broadway; for example, KPOP Musical and Comfort Women The Musical. 
 
Education of Stage Management 
In Korea, it is true that many universities are not providing practical opportunities for 
students to learn about the tasks of stage manager and it is not yet required to understand this 
position. Seoul National University of Arts is an essential university properly teaching stage 
management programs. Some universities have a class that teaches about management, but it is 
mainly teaching students about stage technique and design, and how to manage those 
complications. 
Again, there are not enough educational opportunities for stage managers in Korea because 
they do not have a lot of top universities education systems that have stage management programs. 
Most stage managers who work in the field now did not start from the stage management at the 
beginning of their career. 
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The responsibility of stage management education in universities and schools in Korea is 
not systematically trained because most theatre education fields in Korea are focused on producing 
actors (K.Yi, personal communication, Nov 5, 2019). Some current stage managers obtained stage 
manager's license in Korea and working stage manager position unless then, the stage manager’s 
position is often a part-time job from actors in Daehak-ro (K.Yi, personal communication, Nov 5, 
2019). Professional stage manager Seo and Han were not majoring in stage management in their 
colleges (J.M. Seo, personal communication, March 6, 2020; S.Y. Han, personal communication, 
Feb 11, 2020). 
 Sejong University’s graduate program for Opera is the only educational university for 
opera in Korea (Han, 2008). There are only a few stage managers in Daehak-ro where most theatre 
communities are packed in one area. Most stage managers’ role is replaced by assistant stage 
director at this theatre community (Lee, 2014). 
According to Jeong (2004), it is a problem that the role of the stage manager in the 
production of the theatre was not well regarded by people in general. Despite the fact that stage 
managers have significant responsibilities in the theatrical process and during theatrical 
performance, it has not established itself as a specialized field yet. The problem for the stage 
management industry in Korea is the lack of awareness of independent positions and roles. Due to 
the absence of an accurate concept of the correct role of the stage manager, the supplementary 
position of a stage manager on the performance in a theater is not well understood.  
In order to change and advance the situation, the stage management studies, which is 
currently found only in some universities, should be expanded into a major curriculum in order to 
adequately train professional stage managers. There is a need for Korean education to know not 
only what the stage managers do but also the needs of a stage manager for proper production. To 
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advance, comparing the systems with a well-organized industry especially on Broadway is 




DIFFERENCE BETWEEN KOREA AND BROADWAY 
There is limited literature that explains and lists the responsibilities of stage managers and 
describes their role in general without comparing the differences between a stage manager in Korea 
and a stage manager on Broadway. Therefore, this section will examine how cultural development, 
differences in technology, and educational distinctions have created differences in the nature of 
the stage management industry in these two countries. The development of this industry has had 
impacts culturally, technically, and educationally. Specifically, how the roles and responsibilities 
are different; the divergent historical backgrounds; and finally, the difference and similarity in 
technology. The conclusion will be to suggest why Korea needs to develop an educational system 
for student stage managers.  
Existing Korean literature describes the productions and explains the responsibilities of 
stage management in general (Jeong, 2004; Kim, 2010). However, most literature does not cover 
the specialized parts of the Broadway system, nor do they deal with cultural and historical 
differences. They only mention and emphasize the importance of theatre productions through 
observation and experience. This means that Korean stage managers cannot keep pace with each 
other, and the stage management field has not observed and delivered the right background and 
information (Han, 2008; Choi 2012; Lee, 2014). For example, Jeong says that (Jeong, 2004) Korea 
needs to investigate what is wrong and why it cannot move forward and present its direction in the 
future. It would be difficult to take the next step for the stage management business until Korea is 
aware of the right guidelines for stage management. In order to properly embrace and maintain 





The Role Of The Stage Manager 
The difference between stage management in Korea and Broadway is very clear. However, 
it is also particularly essential to recognize the similarities between the two countries and the way 
in which the roles of stage managers have developed.  
There are many different types of stage managers, depending on the type of performance 
such as straight plays, musicals, operas, performances, and touring productions. Not all stage 
managers have the same tasks and responsibilities; therefore, their work needs to be flexible and 
adaptable to different circumstances depending on the scale of events and unexpected situations. 
As the first responders, it is important that stage managers have problem solving skills to manage 
these situations in any given circumstance. Therefore, even though there are many different types 
of stage managers, with varying personalities and approaches, their responsibilities are essentially 
the same. This difference in personalities and culture marks the difference between how stage 
management is managed in Korea and Broadway.  
Some stage managers want to make a good balance between being a ‘professional’ stage 
manager and ‘friendly’ stage manager. However, stage manager Han Haejin, (H.J. Han, personal 
communication, January 7, 2020) who is currently working as a touring stage manager and Off-
Broadway productions, mentions that there needs to be a clear distinction between friendly and 
being a friend. Moreover, the key is for professionalism to center the relationship, in the manner 
in which individuals are able to respect one another. The American stage manager system is more 
focused on not only ‘what’ stage manager is but also ‘what kind of’ stage manager is required. It 
is important for stage managers and the production team to maintain a good relationship and at the 
same time, to be able to make complex decisions, considering all intuition, logic, and cognitive 
bias in any given situation.  
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When considering the responsibility aspects of a stage manager, there are many similarities 
and differences in the role of today’s stage managers and former stage managers. The role of the 
stage manager has changed and has become diverse. Through various developments and changes, 
the form of today’s stage manager has transformed. For instance, Broadway stage management 
went through a lot of trial and error before it established stage management as it exists today. When 
compared to stage management in Korea, the position of stage managers on Broadway is observed 
through the order of hiring in the production team. Broadway production teams hire a producer, 
director, and stage manager, in that respective order (H.J. Han, personal communication, January 
7, 2020). The AEA policy also clearly states that stage managers and assistant stage managers 
should be hired in a certain period of time before the production starts (Actors' Equity Association, 
n.d.). In comparison, Korean theatre does not have specific policies for stage managers and detailed 
rules for the production.  
According to Korean director Yi (personal communication, Nov 5, 2019), commercial 
musical production does have one production stage manager and two assistant stage managers, but 
this depends on the scale of the theatre production. However, there are many cases of a production 
team having only one stage manager included as a crew member to support the responsibilities of 
a stage manager. In essence, crew members are enrolled in the stage manager role. In other cases, 
in a small private independent production, the assistant director often plays the role of stage 
manager in Korea because of the lack of production budget to support the production.  
Another difference between Korean stage management and Broadway stage management 
is that Korean stage managers’ responsibility for actors is differentiated. The assistant director 
often takes care of rehearsal schedules related to actors, although this is the responsibility of stage 
managers. In this case, the stage manager is in charge of the production meeting, schedule for 
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technical rehearsals, and performance period. Stage manager Han (personal communication, Feb 
11, 2020) also mentioned that stage technical operation managers often take over the role of stage 
managers in small local theatres because of the poor recognition of stage managers in Korea.  
Even though people are not fully aware of stage management in general, they know what 
the theatre industry entails - musical, opera, straight play, etc. The perspective of theatre industry 
is widely accepted in the world, while the aspect of stage management is less known. People still 
do not realize the importance of cultural development and how this greatly impacts the theatre 
industry as a whole. Furthermore, this calls for an expansion of the wide acceptance of the role of 
stage management and how its specific role and position in theatre impacts the development of the 
stage management industry. 
Although stage management is not perceived as an important position in general to many 
non-theatre major people both in Korea and America, the awareness of artistic theatrical 
knowledge is high enough as related to their understanding of the show. The Korean theatre 
industry primarily only focuses on the director, technical designers, and operators. Therefore, stage 
management is much less well regarded overall. The lack of stage management awareness is 
caused by the position of stage managers on the production team. They are not high enough within 
the hierarchy of their team for the general public to be aware of them. 
In this case, it is important to note that many countries have no stage managers or have 
similar tasks with different titles. For example, in Korea, director Yi (K. Yi, personal 
communication, November 5, 2019) notes that stage managers are not necessary in the theatre and 
other positions are able to cover the responsibilities of the position instead. This calls for a more 
unified definition of the role of stage managers and their role in the theatre. The varying 
expectations in different countries limit the knowledge of stage managers to the public because 
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people are not expected to be educated about stage management. This ultimately raises the question 
of stage managers’ necessity in a production during the process of creation in theatre in Korea. 
According to the stage manager Han in Korea (S.Y. Han, personal communication, Feb 11, 
2020), a mere recognition of the job for a stage manager is not good enough. Even though people 
who major in theatre are aware of what the stage manager is in their field, they often treat a stage 
manager as just someone calling cues during a performance. He also stated that “The National 
Gugak Center was making a lot of efforts to eliminate this false perception for a stage manager, 
but it was difficult to change the perception easily.” For example, when he joined this organization 
in 2009, people perceived the stage manager differently. The stage manager was completely 
sidestepped as part of the production and was perceived merely as a supporter of the production 
team. Over the past 10 years, this center has put a lot of effort into changing this misconception, 
and now there is a perception of stage managers being essential staff working in a specific field.  
This is another reason why stage managers are not well recognized in Korea. In Korea we 
call the stage manager as ‘무대감독’ (mu-dae-gam-dok) which literally means stage ‘director’. 
For this reason, most Korean get confused about this position and their expectations are different 
in Korea. People think stage managers are more related with the design or directing part. The term 
‘감독’ (gam-dok) in Korea referenced as a ‘director’ so it is necessary to clarify with this term to 
make people understand. Stage manager Han (S.Y. Han, personal communication, Feb 11, 2020) 
pointed out that in the case of the National Gugak Center and the National Theater, the title of the 
stage staff is called “Theatrical Arts & Technicians,” and the stage staff will be treated as artists 
in order to increase their awareness.  
Compare this with Broadway, where the terms ‘stage manager’ and the ‘prompter’ began 
to change gradually between 1870 and 1930. The stage manager was initially described as a stage 
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director, and the role was not established as contemporary stage managers are now. Stage managers, 
in the United States, gradually evolved as the stage manager’s role became clear and known. 
  
History of Stage Management 
The reason for the difference between the stage management industry in Korea and 
Broadway is because of the differences in the historical and cultural differences resulting in 
different points of view with regards to stage managers. Not only did it create environments but 
also, there were different phases. In contemporary theatre in Korea, the theatre industry has been 
rapidly improving and closing the gap in between different cultures. Many productions from 
Broadway are being adapted in Korea and that simultaneously develops the stage management 
industry.  
 Korea has a shorter theatre history compared to Broadway and started with a different 
theatre culture. Korean theatre had started on the outdoor stage with Phansori, which had only 
minimal performers. Since Korean traditional theatre did not require the tracking of entrance and 
exits, props, and costume; nor were neither a book keeper nor stage keeper required, stage 
managers were not necessary then. 
According to the stage manager Han, (H.J. Han, personal communication, January 7, 2020), 
she mentioned the big difference between Korean theatre and Broadway are historical, educational, 
and cultural differences too. Based on the Korean the traditional Korean Confucianism, Korean 
production teams work as a team, meaning they cover the position of the stage manager by others 
playing the role instead of having an individual person play the role unlike in American theatre. 
Stage manager White also pointed out that Korean work as a team and work really hard based on 
his experience in Korea. Korean culture is that “we are a team and we all work together” while 
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American culture is that “I am an individual and need to have a motivation to do work” (R. White, 
personal communication, February 4, 2020). 
There are many opportunities for students to experience stage management in America 
based on the available educational and cultural opportunities for students to learn about stage 
managers in various fields. The opportunities were made possible through long, developed history 
and the field has been developed and settled down well in American theatre.  
For example, The American Theatre Wing’s Tony Awards was established in 1947 and 
they have had an annual celebration for excellence in the theatre through this award ceremony. 
Television started to cover this Award in 1967 and CBS began broadcasting the awards ceremony 
in 1978. The Tony Awards continued to grow and expand its reach globally and they even have 
an online social media presence including Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube, Snapchat, and 
other platforms now too (TonyAwards, n.d.).  
Through this Award, the American theatre industry has developed, and people now 
recognize what the theatre in America and globally. Broadway in New York is the best place to 
perform their productions and many productions have been created and revived with various 
artistic concepts. Many Broadway and off-Broadway shows have been invested in by many 
producers and supported by many artists. With this development, investment has increased and 
diversified, and the stage management position has strengthened and been continually supported.  
Compared with the American theatre industry, the Korean theatre industry is now taking 
the first steps to being developed in such a way with awards now being given to those people 
working in the industry. The Korean Musical Awards was established in 2016, of which there are 
16 different awards given out during the ceremony every year. Many Korean organizations 
including South Korea’s Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism, Arts Council Korea, and 
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KMUSICAL, help and support this award ceremony (Korea Musical Awards, n.d.). Despite only 
being around for three years, it is a good means to propel the Korean theatre industry to aspire to 
an advanced theatrical culture like America. Korea has also been developing culturally in recent 
years on a Broadway scale. Stage management as a field is thus developing in tandem. 
  
Technology, Culture, and Methodology 
 When comparing Korean theatre technology to Broadway, Korea does not lack in its 
technological advancements. By bringing the technical equipment that is often used in Broadway, 
Korea also maintains its scale and production. Nevertheless, to continue to maintain and support 
the technology, it is the stage managers that partake the most essential role. However, in Korea, 
many depend on operators or the crew to take over the responsibility of stage managers. 
According to the director Yi and stage manager Han (K.Yi, personal communication, Nov 
5 2019; S.Y. Han, personal communication, Feb 11, 2020), technical stage managers and operators 
often take over the stage managers’ duties in general, which replaces the original responsibility of 
Korean stage managers. As a result, Korean theatre is currently trying to create and learn the 
opportunities through collaborating with the Broadway production teams to make clear of the 
responsibilities and duties for Korean stage management (Y.H. Choi, personal communication, 
Jan 27, 2020; J.M. Seo, personal communication, March 6, 2020). Producer Choi mentioned that 
Korean production team, CJ E&M invited the production stage manager when the Broadway 
production Kinky Boots was performed in Korea in 2014.  
Despite Korean’s short period of historical theatre development, it is making big strides 
not only in the musical business but also in the theatre industry. In this part, it is no exaggeration 
to say that Korean technology has contributed a lot even though its technology is comparable to 
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Broadway. As a result, many works are currently on stage in Korea, and large-scale troops such as 
Broadway performances have been adapted and have no difficulty getting on stage. For example, 
the article about a Titanic production in Korea was introduced in many articles (Lefkowitz, 2017; 
BWW News Desk, 2017; Marks, 2017; Yeston, 2012). 
Comparing this to technology development, many theatre companies in Korea still say that 
there are many places where the stage manager is not specified, and their role has been dealt by 
others. Korean stage manager's roles have been usually replaced by assistant directors. It is because 
Korean stage management was only established several years ago, and universities began 
specialized courses in stage management in the recent years. Also, productions do not invest their 
budget to the stage management team. 
The theatre industry in Korea was not well developed in 2004 or currently, the history of 
theatre industry was not settled down in Korea. Right now, many organizations are established and 
developed in Korea. Many of them have been created and managed by the government. There are 
some platforms (THEMUSICAL, n.d.) where people can reach out to the theatre in Korea and 
gather the information in various ways. However, compared with American theatre organizations 
like Playbill and Backstage, Korean theatre platforms do not have tremendous support from other 
platforms. 
In America, Playbill (Playbill, n.d.) is a great theatre industry media website where people 
can reach out to get a lot of information. It also has a job section and stage managers are able to 
look for jobs on this website. In the description of stage managers’ positions, there are both similar 
and different responsibilities depending on the productions and positions. Most Broadway and off-
Broadway shows, musicals, plays, events, have a connection through Playbill especially in New 
York. It is very important to share and support each other on a common platform. On this website 
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there are “News”, “Shows”, “Tickets”, and “Jobs” sections. People can find all the information 
they need on this platform and connect with a theatre. Within this program the perspective of 
theatre in America has been changed. Cultural awareness must have affected the specialty of the 
stage management in America since many people’s interest cause cultural development in the 
theatre. This movement also brings many supports for the theatre field and it also helps a detail 
part of this industry as well.  
The Korean theatre industry has been developed and grown of late. For example, 
KMUSICAL was established in 2006, Arts Council Korea was established in 2005, and South 
Korea’s Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism was reorganized in 2008. Likewise, the Korean 
theatre industry has been taking small steps to move forward globally. However, there isn’t yet an 
established system to train stage managers in Korea such as there is in the American theatre 
industry. By beginning to narrow the differences between Korea and the United States, Broadway 
in particular, there can be the possibility that the views of the role of stage managers can change. 
Another big difference with Korea is the formation of unions and policies created by the 
unions. On Broadway, there are unions such as Actors’ Equity Association, I.A.T.S.E., Pink 
Contract for crew, LOCAL 764 for wardrobe and child guardians, LOCAL 798 for hair stylists 
and make-up artists, LOCAL 802 for musicians, and USITT. Stage managers need to know of 
these organizations and manage policies well. 
Why does a stage manager need to check on an actor’s time and out? It is not only for the 
practical purposes of time management during the production process, but also to ensure that the 
production team provides the right treatment by respecting the actor’s time based on union policies 
and minimum requirements. When the stage manager archives cast attendance, they ensure the 
actors get a fair break time and appropriate salary. This protects the actors and the production 
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team’s dignity; as well as shows the stage manager’s own reasonable treatment and responsibility. 
Producers need that information and stage managers are responsible for it. If somebody is in a 
situation where they are working overtime, the stage manager must be aware of the situation and 
report it to the team and reward them for their time appropriately. The stage manager has to be 
ready to be on the right side and try to be fair to the team at all times. 
In the Korean theatre industry, stage managers make and build the set, program the lighting 
system, and take care of the sound operation as well. The role of stage managers is expected to be 
wide and versatile, thus for small productions, they can use devices to work on both the lighting 
and sound system. However, there are no unions in the Korean theatre industry. This results in the 
production team working overtime. Due to many modifications during lighting focusing, the time 
is often delayed and changed. The actors and many staff members are forced to rehearse late at 
night (Lee, 2004). This is a major difference and a strong reason why Korean stage managers need 
to have a union and a strong stage management system. 
Producer Choi (Y.H. Choi, personal communication, Jan 27, 2020) and stage manager Seo 
(J.M. Seo, personal communication, March 6, 2020) and Han (S.Y. Han, personal communication, 
Feb 11, 2020), pointed out that Korean stage management does not have stage management unions 
so policies and rules are not set in place unlike stage management on Broadway.  
In contrast, in the course of the development of the theatre industry, Broadway theatre 
organizations have established unions that protect many artists in various ways. Stage managers 
have a specialized position on Broadway and are responsible for protecting the team and 
themselves. Actors’ Equity Association (AEA) is a very important organization and it impacts the 
Broadway cultural industry. Before Broadway had no compensation for rehearsals and holidays, 
and rehearsal time was unlimited. It wasn’t until 1919, people began insisting on their rights. On 
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the other hand, in 1991 in Korea,people began insisting on their rights and were awarded those 
rights from 1919. The Korean Actors Association was founded and currently has 15,000 members 
(Korean Actors Association, n.d.). This organization is still growing in Korea and needs more 
efforts to be extended to other parts of the industry.  
On the other side of Korean theatre industry, the creative team and most crews do not take 
advantage of their rights while working in the production process because theatre unions are not 
formalized in Korea. The Korean theatre industry focuses a lot on the technical aspects as opposed 
to investing in people. In the current Korean industry, there are a lot of imported musicals from 
other countries. In order to import the large scale of these performances, the technical capacities 
of the venues must measure up so that these musicals can be performed. However, while it is true 
that Korean theatre industry has great venues that can support these technical requirements and are 
comparable to the Broadway scale, it is still necessary to support creative teams and crew and 
protect them well through unions. Although the scene is not yet settled down, the Korean theatre 
industry is working very hard and the creative environment for Korean artists will hopefully be 
supported soon. 
In this case, one of the important tasks for stage managers is to protect the team through 
union contracts. Stage manager is in charge of tracking working hours of the cast, so as to support 
their rights and finances particularly in terms of time commitments. If the role of stage manager is 
not properly played and people's perception of the importance of the stage manager’s role will 
naturally disappear. 
Through unions and policies, the stage manager protects the production team and provides 
financially appropriate wages. Compared to Broadway and Off-Broadway, where there are large 
production budgets which are properly managed, this system is not in place in Korea, so there are 
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many cases where salary support is not properly provided. According to the stage manager Seo, 
(J.M. Seo, personal communication, March 6, 2020), it is often said that there are some cases where 
the producer’s pay is delayed or not paid due to insufficient budgets. Director Yi also pointed out 
the reason for the flexible assistant director role is due to the financial constraints (K.Yi, personal 
communication, Nov 5, 2019). An assistant director needs to take over the role of stage manager 
because many productions do not have enough budget for a stage management team. 
Furthermore, Stage manager White pointed out that Korean and Broadway theatre have 
reasonable industrial differences because of diverse population, economic, and different attention 
to show business. “Theatre is not the primary industry in Korea whereas much more is the primary 
entertainment industry in American culture. It causes different opportunities for stage managers 
on different scales and fundamentals” (R. White, personal communication, February 4, 2020). 
Producer Choi also mentioned that growth and maturity should be achieved not only in 
terms of the stage management but also in all aspects of production (Y.H. Choi, personal 
communication, Jan 27, 2020). It is said that there is a lot of specialty in comparison with 
Broadway, but it has improved a lot compared to 2000 in Korea. It is still difficult to compare the 
current Korean theatre production industry market with Broadway, which is seven times bigger; 
however, professionalism and appropriate education is required. 
 
Education of Stage Management 
To define what ‘appropriate’ education means, the differences in historical developments 
that caused two distinct perspectives in two different circumstances needs to be considered. 
Because of the scale of the Korean theatre industry and its ability to support a stage management 
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team, stage managers are not always well regarded. These differentiations have resulted in 
different perspectives in the Korean and American theatre industries.  
In Korea, the roles of the director and actors are more commonly recognized than stage 
managers, and there is greater focus on theatrical education in terms of directing and acting. Many 
universities have directing and acting programs, but stage management programs are very limited. 
Based on what Director Yi said, it is because stage management is seen as an “unstable and 
unprofessional” position in Korea. Many Korean universities are keen on investing in acting 
programs instead in “insecure” fields (K.Yi, personal communication, Nov 5, 2019). Even though 
some Korean universities have minor programs for stage management, it is still a non-professional 
education environment (J.M. Seo, personal communication, March 6, 2020). Stage manager Han 
experienced huge educational differences in between the educational environment in university 
and the actual working environment in Korea (S.Y. Han, personal communication, Feb 11, 2020).  
Many current Korean stage managers became stage managers after first being stage crew 
or designing as opposed to studying stage management in university. The Korean theatre industry 
values practical training more than the educational environment in university. 
In the case of the United States, based on a good theatre background system, they are 
investing in the education of the theatre for the university to provide for students in the educational 
experience of stage managers in their college years. The stage management department is existing 
in many areas and their role is taken and taught by many universities, even the undergraduate 
program. Touring stage manager Han took stage management practical experience in her college 
even though they have a non-major stage management program (H.J. Han, personal 
communication, January 7, 2020). The educational system of stage management in between Korea 
and the United States is different. American education insists that more education and practical 
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experience in this field are needed to learn the role of stage managers and to understand the 
awareness of this position.  
Learned and practiced in an academic environment before one begins to work in the 
professional world. … The job, as it exists today, is executive in nature and demands 
rigorous training and education. … To learn and study and practice in an environment that 
is a mirror of the working world. The ability to understand the human condition and how 
it relates to stage management. ...To understand that the work of a good stage manager 
combines precision, attention to detail, and an overwhelming realization that the work 
makes great demands on the soul of its practitioners (M.J. Passaro, personal 
communication, January 28, 2020). 
Compared with the American stage management system, there are not many stage 
management programs in Korea universities. They only had some stage management programs in 
community college or academic programs which are not well systematized. Prestigious 
universities in Korea do not yet provide many educational opportunities for students to become a 




A stage manager is an important position in a production that maintains the show and keeps 
track of all documents and the entire artistic process. Korean theatre industry needs to be aware of 
the importance of stage management based on the role and responsibility through proper education. 
Without a doubt, it is essential that Korean theatre industry recognize this significant position and 
to emphasize how it can educate people particularly by comparing it with the well-organized 
Broadway theatre industry. 
There needs to be a growing effort to professionalize the field of stage management in 
order for the position to be respected and valued. In Korea, there are only a few and limited 
systematic foundations in place for stage management. This derives from Korea’s history of the 
lack of professionalization in the field of stage management that continues to exist today. In recent 
years, licensed musicals have been imported into Korea, which helped increase knowledge and 
awareness of the field of stage managers and their role. Many universities in Korea are starting to 
develop this awareness and continue to develop its technical advancement in the musical field. 
However, despite its advancement and knowledge in the technical aspects of musicals, the role of 
stage management is not widely perceived as yet. As a result, the technical aspects continue to 
grow, while stage management remains as an industry that inspires a lack of interest. This affects 
the lack of investment, interest from the public, and ultimately continues to deny technical 
influences that can progress from the solid foundation that is set in place on Broadway’s stage 
management system. Korea needs to know about not only what stage managers do but also why 
stage managers are needed for the production properly. 
The scale of investment for the theatre in Korea and Broadway has substantial differences. 
Culture and technology have a great influence on the development of the theater. If people's 
interest in the theater grows, the audience will grow, and naturally other companies and 
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governments will invest in the theater industry. As the investment increases, the quality of the 
theater will increase, and the technology and other specific departments will be affected. In 
particular, the importance of the stage manager, which oversees all of these productions, will 
increase. 
The union system is what strengthens and solidifies the skill set for stage management. 
This isn’t to say that the union system devalues the skill sets learned in the education of stage 
management systems. If stage managers are not informed of the union guidelines of the technical 
parts of the production, they may not be able to handle unexpected situations during the show. 
When these emergent situations occur, and if stage managers are not able to adapt and react to the 
situation, this disturbs the overall flow of the show. Likewise, if stage mangers are not aware of 
the importance of the union’s policies such as providing a consistent break time or protecting 
against sexual harassment, they will not be able to fully fulfill their role as stage managers. 
Additionally, not being conscious of the importance of time and the financial aspects of this will 
result in an adverse effect not just for the actors but the production team as a whole. Stage managers 
play an important position and role to directly contribute to the production, to manage and support 
the policies.  
Korean theatre policies should be able to be well systemized like Broadway, and the 
number of the actors, directors, and whole production team should be well supported financially 
and in a timely manner. Appropriate conditions and financial assistance should be established and 
guaranteed. If the system is properly supported, the theatre industry will be much better to operate 
the important role of the stage manager, and the proper training should be done in order to better 
perform its role. 
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Practical experience is important to attaining a good stage manager's skill, but there is a 
need to learn the skills and abilities through proper education. Not just on the Bachelor level, but 
there are a myriad of different programs across the country that teaches stage management 
production on the Masters level. This calls for the need for skills and whether or not it should be a 
requirement that stage managers major in stage management in terms of higher education.  
The whole Broadway theatre industry system continues to grow and advance across the 
country, and there is much to learn from this. Education plays a major role in this process, where 
skills are being taught and there are opportunities to showcase the skillsets they have learned in 
production. Because of the continuous growth of the industry, this also brings a positive light to 
the stage management field, where their role and education is valued and accepted. In the case of 
Korea, licensed musicals should not just be solely accepted and implemented, but there should be 
concrete goals and objectives to move forward. With a clear goal, Korea’s theatre system and 
culture may take a leap forward, by accepting the specialized system according to Korea’s culture, 
values, and education. 
Korea is now developing culturally and is making big steps forward in the theatre industry 
with a lot of investment. As Broadway embraced and developed to an advanced theater culture, 
details such as stage managers and systems have been established and developed in Korea. In 
essence, it is essential for Korea to gain a deep understanding of why stage managers are actually 
needed in the field and how to be introduced, what systems should be introduced, and which role 
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Appendix A (Director Kon Yi) 
 
I am curious about the awareness of stage managers in Korea.  
- As you know, in the case of the United States, Broadway is unionized. It requires 1 
PSM (Production Stage Manager) 2 ASM (Assistant Stage Manager) and PA 
(Production Assistant) position as a stage management team. How is the stage 
management team formed in Korean theatre business? 
- Also, I wonder if stage managers in Korea are being hired and used under the right 
rule. 
Korean stage management team depends on the size of the performance. There is no rule. 
Commercial musical productions may have two or more assistant directors under one stage 
manager. Usually, however, it is often composed of one stage manager and stage crew that can 
assist the stage. At this time, the stage crew may play the role of assistant stage manager. In the 
case of small private independent production, the production budget is not enough, so the assistant 
director often plays the role of stage manager. Stage managers in Korea are often responsible 
from technical parts to performances. In general, the assistant directors are responsible for the 
scheduling and taking care of actors, and the stage managers are often responsible for staff 
meetings, technical schedules, theater technical rehearsals, and performances. In Korea, stage 
managers give all cues in commercial musicals and large productions, but in many cases, the 
operators are more in charge of their roles than the United States, so they often GO on their own. 
In that case, stage managers often monitor and control the overall progress of the stage rather 
than cues. But if the operator belongs to the public theater, the stage managers should give all the 
cues. 
 
I am curious about the recognition of the stage managers in Korea. 
- I think the position of stage manager is still very new to non-theatre people. I would 
like to know the awareness of stage managers in Korea with theatre majors / non-
majors. 
In Korea, the perception of stage managers has now increased. Those who have been working as 
stage managers for a long time in the theatres started their own companies and created teams that 
participate in commercial musicals for theater productions. Stage managers are also involved in 
many different events and even in the Olympics.  
 
But even private independent production to Daehak-ro (대학로) is not universal enough to have 
stage managers. Still, traditionally, assistant directors often act as stage managers. This may be 
due to the lack of production costs. 
 
Seoul National University of Arts and some universities also have stage managers as their majors. 
In addition, there are stage managers in the national stage professional certification, which is why 
many people are trying to get certification and enter as stage managers. Currently, Korean 
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theaters employ licensed stage managers for theaters in countries such as the Culture and Arts 
Center and in the autonomous administrative regions. 
 
However, the problem is that these technical certification courses are operated, but the stage 
manager’s work and performance system are not systematically trained. This may be the 
responsibility of the education in universities and schools, but the education of the staff is not 
systematic because most theater education fields in Korea are focused on producing actors. For 
this reason, the stage managers field is often educated and nurtured as it has been in the field 
rather than systematically. Naturally, the impressions or roles that actors and other staff have 
about the stage managers are often limited. 
 
I think many stage managers are working in Korea. 
- How does licensed musicals hire stage managers? 
- Many creative musicals are produced on stage in Korea, but I wonder if the stage 
managers are included in their productions. 
Licensed musicals often have stage managers who work with their companies. In this company, a 
decision to create a team is in charge of their own. Even for commercial musical productions, 
there aren't many places where you can afford financially. So, they are often hired by designers 
or stage managers as people who keep working together, rather than hiring according to the 
condition of the individual production. This can be said to have a lot of financial issues. 
 
I know that some creative musicals have stage managers, and some don't. But in the field of 
musicals, we are increasingly aware of including stage managers. However, there seems to be a 
lack of supply of professional stage managers. This seems to be due to the tendency of the stage 
manager field not yet recognized as a stable job. This is not only the stage managers but also the 
entire theatre field staff. 
 
If you have a performance that you are currently doing, I'm curious about the relationship 
of the stage manager with the production team. 
The performance that I put up at the Daehak-ro (대학로) theater as a private independent 
production is not specialized for stage managers. In general, the training process is handled by 
assistant directors, and if there is too much role in technical rehearsals for assistant director, they 
hire stage managers who can help and handle those parts. 
 
A larger production company hires stage managers. In this case, the most experienced stage 
managers are hired to reduce the directors’ burden. It also includes long-term performances. In 
general, for independent production in Daehak-ro, the performance is 2-3 weeks. In that case, the 
director takes part in the performance every day, monitors and gives feedback, and in some cases 
having a rehearsal, so that the stage managers do not need to manage the performance on behalf 




I wonder how stage managers are being educated in Korea. 
- At present, I don't think the stage supervision programs of many schools are well 
established. I'm curious how the school is providing training for stage managers. 
- I am also curious how the program at university and local production are connected. 
Some theater stage managers, such as in Seoul National University of Arts, have systematically 
taught and participated in school productions, gaining practical experience, and leading 
graduates as stage managers in a company or performing stage managers. Those who have 
experienced and wished to supervise have obtained relevant qualifications, got a job at a related 
company, or worked with a company that suited them. In Daehak-ro, the stage manager is often a 
part-time job from actors. They are actors but they have a stage career, and this career is more 
organized and even doing the role of stage manager. 
 
Stage managers in Korea usually graduate while working some performances in theater 
departments and have staged careers at national theater companies where stage managers are 
permanently established. There are still many stage managers in local public theaters who do not 
have a professional stage managers course or have non-stage manager experiences. There are 
many opportunities for graduates to become stage managers of public theaters, but once such 
stages managers become public officials, it's hard to get fired once they've been hired. This 
situation hinders the specialization of Korean theaters. 
 
Korean universities also need to provide employment guidance, so if a student who is going to 
graduate is in the field of stage manager, we will try to connect with the relevant stage supervisor 
or company. In the case of our school, the professor is in charge of preparing for students to take 
the stage technical qualification exam. 
 
I am wondering how much the musical and theater business in Korea is growing compared 
to the past and how it is changing compared to Broadway. 
- I think the stage manager’s position should come out of the surface of water due to 
the development of musical and theater business. What is the position of the stage 
manager in Korea now and their awareness in this field? 
In the case of commercial musicals in Korea, the capital is very large, and the market is 
commercialized because it deals not only with Korea, but also with Asia as a whole. Of course, it 
does not seem to operate reasonably and reliably. For example, the recent failure of a large 
musical producer named Musical Heaven. In this size of performance, there is a professional stage 
manager system, and the role of the stage manager is important. The actors are also well aware 
of what the stage manager does. 
 
However, in order to utilize stage managers in private independent production, the supply of stage 
managers is still insufficient, and the production cost to cover the stage manager is also 
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insufficient. Even if production costs aren't high enough, if there's a good prospect for stage 
managers in the future, there are probably going to have stage managers’ candidates trying to 
work on these small independent productions for experience. The important thing is that the stage 
manager’s job needs to be recognized by people in the performing arts, and more people want to 
choose it as a job, and more institutions and companies can grow. 
 
Most of the assistant directors in Korea want to become a director, or the actor is often given a 
side job. Likewise, for stage managers, this will make it difficult for professional stage managers 
to take this position. We expect that assistant director’s work will be transferred to the role of 
stage manager, and when professional and systematic stage managers are incorporated into 
production, the overall performance environment will be improved and organized. 
 
 
Appendix B (Touring Stage Manager Haejin Han) 
 
First, how did you make the decision to become a Stage Manager? 
I came to New York from Korea because I wanted to study more theatre and films (directing and 
stage manager). In senior years, I received an award and came to New York for that opportunity 
and I wanted to watch a Broadway show at this time. The original dream was to be a back dancer. 
Since there was no directing and stage manager together, I worked as a stage manager majoring 
in director. 
 
What made you help with the decision to become a stage manager? 
Excitement of working at the backstage and personality of taking care for another crew. 
Communication was really important to me. I wanted to be a part of caring for actors and 
becoming a human stage manager. It's like the stage manager is 'Mother of Theater'. 
 
When I approach them professionally and friendly, they also respect me. (I think it's important to 
give kindness and happiness. It's my job to help dancers dancing on the stage in the best moment. 
 
I wonder what the position of Stage Manager is in the United States. 
- I wonder how the stage manager team is composed in the performance business. 
- Also, I wonder if stage managers in the United States are being hired and used under 
the right rule. 
The awareness of the stage manager is very different when compared to Korea. 
The production team is composed of the Producer, Director, and then hiring a stage manager. 
From this point, the stage manager has become a very important role in the United States. 
 
The stage manager gives the most spectacular stage. (Show must go) The stage manager’s 
perception / position is high enough in the United States. 
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Compared to Korea, the role of the stage managers is clear enough. 
 
What is the big difference between Korea and the United States (Broadway)? 
The historical and educational aspects are different. Furthermore, I think there is a part of cultural 
aspect as well. The Korean team worked as a team, but the American team, known as individualism, 
continued to cooperate with each other in their respective positions. 
During the long theatre history in Korea, a small number of people had created the performances. 
The performance went up without the role of stage manager. 
 
The relationship between subordinates and superiors is a huge effect on the Korean theatre 
industry on awareness and the role, especially to the stage management. It is called Confucianism. 
Korean work environment must be respected by each other. 
 
If the American stage management culture adapts to Korea, should it be changed to fit the 
history / culture of Korea? 
I think that Korea should take the American stage manager system as it is to Korea rather than 
change it. 
 
It should be able to be applied to Korea with the merits of the Amreican culture from the rapidly 
changing culture in this generation. Different methods must be adapted to different cultures. 
 
If there is a performance you are currently involved in, I would like to know the interaction 
between the stage manager and the team. 
- How about the interaction in the tour with the local crew? 
First of all, you should know your role 100% as a stage manager. You have to respect your team, 
and stage managers need to be flexible. 
Communication is the most important responsibility because the stage manager is the hub and 
center of the production team. 
 
I wonder how the stage manager is being taught in the United States. 
- I wonder how the school provides education for stage supervision. 
- Furthermore, I wonder how the program at the school and the local production are 
connected. 
Networking is a very important keynote for stage managers. 
There was no stage manager course at Brooklyn College. 
However, I learned a lot while working as the director and stage manager at the same time, and 
it was good to be able to do the lighting too. 
 
What is the advantage of having both stage manager and lighting skills, especially in Tour? 
This can be an advantage on small venues like Off-Broadway / Off-off Broadway. 
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It's good to focus on only one task. 
 
What is important practical experience vs learning theory in school? 
Both are important. There are parts that can be accumulated through experience, and there are 
parts that need to be learned through the theory in school. 
 
I think you can learn more at Columbia University graduate program because they have a stage 
manager course. 
 
Is there any difficulty in working as a stage manager in the United States? Why? 
There was no difficulty working as a stage manager here. I consider every situation as a positive 
way.  
For example, when actors asked ‘Line’, I gave them a line confidently without making them 
embarrassed. I worked hard and overcame my own fear. 
 
Compared to Korea, the stage manager in the United States is systemized, so it is not difficult to 
work in this environment as a stage manager. 
 
What is the big difference between the touring stage manager and the Broadway production 
stage manager? 
Touring is always new. There are many things to prepare such as theater size and crew, etc.  
Triple check is recommended. 
 
I had one Broadway assistant stage manager in a gala show, but it was a little challenge. However, 
my mindfulness and communication are positive. Positive response is possible wherever I am. 
 
Lastly, what do you think is the big difference between stage managers in the United States 
and Korea? 
Korean stage manager’s perspective is very different compared to 10 years ago, their position and 
awareness in general. Korean stage managers are not awarded yet to people in general, and 
reducing different recognition is still in progress. 
 
 
Appendix C (Producer YOONHA CHOI) 
 
Looking at the cultural exchange between Korea and the United States from the producer's 
position, what do you think of the current Korean / American overall theater / musical 
business change and the cultural differences between the two countries? 
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It is difficult to compare two countries, Korea and the United States because it is too vast. When 
comparing the commercial performance business centered on Seoul and the Broadway business 
centered on New York, the biggest difference is; 
1. In New York, 65% are tourists (domestic and foreign). Compared to Seoul performances that 
relied almost entirely on domestic audiences, the scope of the audience is wider, and the number 
of audiences is greater. 
2. In Seoul, theaters (the large scale of theaters) are scattered all over Seoul, but Broadway is 
concentrated in the center of the city. It is a very favorable environment, and the branding of 
Broadway also plays a big role. 
3. In the case of musicals, star casting is absolutely important in Korea, but in Broadway, musicals 
have low star dependence. 
 
Compared to Korea, I am curious about the position of Stage Manager in the United States. 
- As you know, in the case of the United States, since it is unified, we ask for 1 PSM 2 
ASM, and PA position in a stage management team. I am curious about the stage 
management team in Korea. 
- Also, compared to the United States, I wonder if Korean theatre follows the rules to 
use a stage manager. 
- How is CJ ENM leading the team in this case?  
Since there are no unions in Seoul, the stage manager team composition and treatment are not 
contracted. The composition of the stage manager team will be similar to that of New York, but 
there will be slight differences depending on the tendency of the head-class of stage managers. In 
addition, even if they have the same PSM and ASM titles, it is slightly different for each team 
whether R & R is correctly followed. Likewise, the culture in Seoul will be more flexible. 
Korea tends to follow the role for staff members depending on their skills, but there is no rule that 
everyone must be followed as in Broadway. 
 
I am curious about the perceptions of stage managers who are currently considered in Korea. 
- I think that the job of stage manager itself is still unfamiliar to people in general. 
From the producer's point of view, I would like to know what stage managers for 
majors / non-majors’ people in Korea. 
- I am also curious about the perceptions of stage directors who think in Korea. 
- At CJ ENM, I wonder what the stage managers are and how they perceive it. 
I feel that the sense of stage manager is not high enough for the general public because stage 
managers are so specialized. It is the same with the United States. Within the industry, there are 
very few specialized stage managers in Korea, and there are few in the Korean industry. Mainly, 
each production company selects a stage manager team that fits well with each other. There is a 





I think many stage managers are working in Korea. 
- How does licensed musicals hire stage managers? 
- On the other hand, there are many creative musicals on the stage in Korea. In the 
performances produced by CJ ENM, I wonder how the stage directors are included 
in the production. 
Primarily stage managers are selected based on the work schedule. Stage managers for new 
creative / licensed musicals are not accurately distinguished. However, replicas and non-replicas 
are more distinct because they have a cooperation with overseas staff members. Rather than 
considering only the stage manager, consider overall cases such as producers, technical director, 
technical staff members. 
 
I am curious about the relationship with the production stage manager (Moulin Rouge, etc) 
in many of the performances you have worked so far. 
Moulin Rouge has yet to communicate with the production stage manager. 
In the case of Kinky Boots, the production stage manager in Broadway was invited to Korea and 
transferred his insights and all knowledge into the Korean stage manager team. From the season 
2 in Korea, the domestic team was taking care of almost everything on their own 
 
I am curious how the company currently employs stage managers. 
- I wonder what kind of stage managers you are hiring. Furthermore, what are you 
mostly considered for hiring them? 
Teams are included with major members such as production agencies and technical supervisors 
to hire each project. Mainly, those who have already worked a similar production size and 
character have been verified, are given priority. 
- I wonder if there is an educational exchange between Korean universities and 
companies, and how is education connected? 
I don't know about other companies, but CJ has no big exchanges in this field between the 
academic and industry. Almost field-oriented cooperation. 
 
I am curious how the musical and theater business in Korea is growing compared to the past 
and how it is changing compared to Broadway. 
- I think the stage manager’s position should come out of the surface of water due to 
the development of musical and theater business. What is the position of the stage 
manager in Korea now and their awareness in this field? 
- I am curious about the direction of CJ ENM's Korean theater / musical business. 
Furthermore, I would like to hear opinions on the capabilities of the stage managers. 
It varies by market size and growth stage. In addition to the stage manager, growth and maturity 
must be achieved in all areas including producers, directors, actors and designers. Compared to 
Broadway, there are some parts that are unfortunate in terms of treatment and professionalism, 
but compared to Korean performing arts before 2000, when the performance market was absent, 
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there are some parts that have matured by job. It will take time and it is difficult to put all the 
standards in Broadway, where the sales of the commercial performance market is almost 7 times 
that of Seoul. The steady growth of the market and the efforts of the individual will require further 




Appendix D (Stage Manager Michael Passaro) 
 
How did you make the decision to become a Stage Manager? 
When I began my career, stage managing seemed to be the best fit for my talents and interests.  
 
Do you believe people need to go to school to be a Stage Manager? Why or why not? 
Nowadays, yes - I do believe that stage management is a job that should be learned and practiced 
in an academic environment before one begins to work in the professional world.  The job, as it 
exists today, is executive in nature and demands rigorous training and education.   
 
Why do you think people go to school in the Stage Management program? 
To learn and study and practice in an environment that is a mirror of the working world. 
 
What do you think Columbia's Stage Management program offers to its students? 
The ability to understand the human condition and how it relates to stage management.  To 
understand that the work of a good stage manager combines precision, attention to detail, and an 
overwhelming realization that the work makes great demands on the soul of its practitioners.  
 
What do you think are the qualities and characteristics that define a good Stage Manager? 
Empathy, compassion, understanding, collaboration, service.  
 
Upon graduation of students who studied Stage Management, what skills do you think they 
can apply and contribute to Broadway shows? 
This is a rather broad question but in short, no matter where our students practice the art of stage 
management, I think the qualities and characteristics I listed in the previous answer are mandatory.  
 
 
Appendix E (Stage Manager Randall White) 
 
What production did you work in Korea? 
In 2009, I worked on the production DreamGirls with American (New York) producer putting 
out a tour in Seoul, South Korea. 
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We built a set first in New York and programmed it to send it to Korea. After that, American 
creative team (Director, Lighting designer, projection designer, costume designer, assistant 
lighting person, and stage manager as supervisor in Korea) went to Korea for the production 
rehearsal. 
Korean company (OD Company) ran the show for six and half months with Korean language. 
The production has done really well. 
 
What was your position for this production? 
I was a production supervisor as an advisor. Dr.Noh was production stage manager. The show 
was called in Korean by Dr.Noh.  
  
How did you communicate with Korean production team? 
There was a whole Korean production team and I had an interpreter.  
 
Did the OD company follow the AEA rule in Korea?  
The OD company did not have to follow the rule. I was hired directly from a US company. I was 
the only Equity member in the entire production in a guest artist contract.  
When you are touring out of the country you rarely follow the equity rule.  
For example, when I was working in Germany, I didn’t have to follow the Equity rule as well (in 
1988). 
 
Did Korean theatre companies follow the break hour like the AEA rule on Broadway? 
No, it was Korean production and cast and they just followed their own rule.  
 
How did you help Korean production as a Production Supervisor? 
Dr.Noh took his own notes and cues in his script with Korean, and I shared my script written in 
English. We put these two scripts side by side, and the translator and I looked at them together 
where cues go in the script and discussed. He was very professional as a production stage 
manager and he understood and put my notes in his script well. For this reason, translators are 
very important in international production.  
 
What is the difference between American theatre and Korean theatre? 
Working in Korea was easier compared to working in America. Korean work hard as much as 
they can and complete corporations efficiently. Korean culture is that we are a team and we all 
work together. American culture is that I am an individual and need to have a motivation to do 
work. 
For example, when I was working on a tour in America, to set up the scene was taking 7 hours, 
but it only took 3 hours in Korea.  
Korean always work as a team and work really hard. 
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For example, in Korea, actors arrived an hour earlier and had to mop and sweep the floor. 
Whole Korean cast got together and made a little list of their roles in a theater to keep the room 
clean and divide their roles equally.  But you will never find that happening in America because 
it is a stage managers’ job.  
Production assistant was sleeping at the theater five nights a week because he worked over-
hours. 
Of course, it has differences in these two countries because of different population, economic, 
and different attention to show business. It is not the primary industry in Korea whereas much 
more is the primary entertainment industry in American culture. It causes different opportunities 
for stage managers on different scales and fundamentals.  
You have to operate in their system depending on the different countries and incorporate them 
efficiently. 
 
How many stage managers do they have in the stage management team in Korea compared 
to America?  
It was about the same. Dr.Noh had 3 assistants and one production assistant.  
 
Do you think it is necessary to go to school to educate people about stage management? 
It is not necessary to go to school to educate the stage management.  
I started with lighting design in my bachelor’s degree. One of the stage managers who I worked 
before asked me to help as an assistant stage manager and I worked for it. I learned stage 
management from him. He turned me into a stage manager.  
Practical experience is three times more valuable than book learning. I never went to school for 
the stage manager. Working experience is more necessary. You learn how to put the show 
together in college as I did, but I learned how to put the show in a practical experience. 
Educational system is not necessary, but it is a good tool. Nothing can be replaced with practical 
experience.  
 
“Who you know and how much you know and how good you are” is the formula much you are 
going to do in this industry. Without getting known in this industry you are not getting invited to 
this club. Think about it, how many musicals are produced a year on Broadway? Six or seven 
productions are produced in each season. In a musical, minimum three to four stage managers 
are needed. That is almost forty jobs only available out of hundred or thousand stage managers. 
It might be more difficult to find the job in Korea because of the different scale.  
 
 
Appendix F (Stage Manager Seungyoung Han) 
 
How did you make the decision to become a Stage Manager? 
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I majored in art from high school. I went to Yong In University majoring in stage design and 
technique in the theater and film department. I started lighting design in my first year, but 
transferred to the stage management. 
At first, I joined the stage management team as a freelance stage crew and learned the skills for 
stage manager. I could promote faster than others because of the experience of stage design.  
In 2004, I started as a freelancer stage manager in a production company called [Yegam]. I 
worked as a stage manager in an overseas business division. I worked at this company for almost 
4 years as a technical director for Myeongbo Art Hall and started to work at the National Center 
as a stage manager from 2009 until now. 
 
I am curious about the awareness of stage managers in Korea.  
- As you know, in the case of the United States, Broadway is unionized. It requires 1 
PSM (Production Stage Manager) 2 ASM (Assistant Stage Manager) and PA 
(Production Assistant) position as a stage management team. How is the stage 
management team formed in Korean theatre business? 
Korean theatre does not have a union system. Currently, there is a Korean stage manager 
association, but it is not operating. It is divided into a theater division and a freelance division. 
However, in Korea, the awareness of stage managers is still very low. Stage technical managers 
are doing a stage manager's role in local literary halls or small theaters in Korea. 
 
The problem is whether the stage technical manager is able to do stage managers’ work or not, 
but most of them are not. The stage manager is accompanied by the production company or the 
individual production team finds the stage manager by own. However, it is very difficult to find 
the stage staff in a local theater.  
 
Depending on the regulations of the institution or venue, the staff may receive some money and 
provide technical assistance, but in most cases, they are not officially paid as officials. 
In addition, the stage manager working at the performance halls of the National Gugak Center 
and the National Theater has a resident arts group, which directly develops internal works and 
produces performances. 
 
There are stage managers in famous companies in Korea, such as the Seoul Arts Center, Sejong 
Center for the Performing Arts, LG Art Center, Charlotte Theater, KEPCO Art Center, Blue 
Square, D Cube Art Center, Chungmu Art Hall, etc., but stage managers are not fully involved or 
managed. 
For freelance stage managers, the director recruits the stage managers and the stage managers 
(SM) hire the assistant stage manager (ASM) and stage crews (stage hands). The agency or 




- Also, I wonder if stage managers in Korea are being hired and used under the right 
rule. 
There are no rules or regulations on employment in Korea. However, in the case of a work that 
requires stage managers in the production of a performance, as mentioned earlier, the company 
or director hire them. 
In Korea, the availability of stage managers is determined by the budget and scale of the work. In 
the performances such as small theaters in Daehak-ro, and performances such as concerts, stage 
managers are rarely hired. 
Korea has a freelance stage manager and a freelance crew (stage hands) team. 
Also, to become a stage manager in Korea, you must start with the stage crew, and you must go 
through an assistant director to make your debut as a stage manager. 
 
I am curious about the recognition of the stage managers in Korea. 
- I think the position of stage manager is still very new to non-theatre people. I would 
like to know the awareness of stage managers in Korea with theatre majors / non-
majors. 
In Korea, the recognition of the stage manager’s job is very poor. 
People who majored in theatre such as stage, lighting, sound, props, costumes, video, and actors 
might know what stage managers are. However, I do not know if it is a lack of awareness or a 
misunderstanding that occurred in some part, but it is often recognized that the stage manager’s 
‘CUE’ is an order rather than a performance promise. We've been trying a lot to get rid of this, 
but it's hard to change our perception easily. 
 
For example, when I joined the National Gugak Center in 2009, people thought of the stage 
manager’s role differently. People considered a stage manager as ignorant of the production 
process, and the production team just treated them as a STAFF. Over the past 10 years, we have 
put a lot of effort into changing the wrong perception, and people are changing their awareness. 
 
For non-theatre majors, there is no awareness of the stage manager's job. 
In the case of the National Gugak Center and the National Theater, we are trying to make the 
name of the stage staff called ‘Stage Arts Specialist’. We also plan to make it popular and raise 
the awareness of the stage staff by being treated as an artist. 
 
I think many stage managers are working in Korea. 
- How does licensed musicals hire stage managers? 
In the case of licensed musicals, as I mentioned before, most of the agencies hire stage managers. 
If the original licensed production participates in Korea, they need foreign language-speaking 
stage manager. They rarely have stage managers who speak foreign languages well, so hire more-
experienced stage managers. 
You can see that some of the freelance stage managers are monopolized. 
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As you know, Korean performance industry is not good enough, and there are only a few venues 
where large musicals can be performed. 
 
- Many creative musicals are produced on stage in Korea but I wonder if the stage 
managers are included in their productions. 
As I mentioned before, stage managers are very difficult to participate in small musicals or small-
scale performances in Daehak-ro. However, stage managers are included in the productions in 
medium-sized musicals, such as Daehak-ro, or creative musicals performed at Towol theaters over 
the Seoul Arts Center. 
 
If there is a performance you are currently involved in, I would like to know the interaction 
between the stage manager and the team. 
Recentelly, I worked <The Royal Ancestral Ritual in the Jongmyo Shrine and its Music> 
performance as a year-end performance in 2019. It was produced as a planning performance, and 
only Jeongak and Dance companies participated. The production team was directed by external 
production teams, and the stage manager, lighting, sound, musical instruments, props, and 
costumes were produced by the National Gugak Center and staff. 
 
The interaction between the stage managers and other teams is a lot different depending on the 
stage manager. There are four stage managers, including myself, in the National Gugak Center. 
Basically, we share data on the intranet, and we make a schedule, production meetings and staff 
meetings.  
 
This 2019 <Jongmyo Jeryeak> was composed mainly of performances and dances, so I paid much 
attention to time allocation so that there was enough time for sound. I spent time having a meeting 
with the part directors. 
 
I wonder how stage managers are being educated in Korea. 
- At present, I don't think the stage supervision programs of many schools are well 
established. I'm curious how the school is providing training for stage managers. 
Although students choose their major in college at first, they might determine after taking theatre 
and film classes. As a result, there are many people who decide to go to the stage manager after 
experiencing the lighting, acting, and directing. 
I don't know about other schools, but as you said, the stage managers curriculum is very rare or 
does not have at all. In addition, it has been difficult for the school to run professional lecturers 
as needed in universities, as the government has recently been involved in class hours in Korea. 
As a result, other major instructors who are not professional stage managers may take stage 
managers classes or cancel lectures. 
Fortunately, I had a stage manager class during the semester, so I had a very interesting class. It 




- I am also curious how the program at university and local production are connected. 
After graduating and performing the stage management, it was very different from the class 
program I received at school. 
Stage manager was also a job that could not be operated simply by theory, and how it was operated 
and performed in the field was often forced to study on the field one by one from the crew. 
In fact, there is no business link with the academic program, and your own prompts, bibles, and 
timetables are divided into the capabilities and skills of each stage manager. 
Occasionally, the supply and demand of manpower is difficult, or it is often influenced by seniors 




Appendix G (Stage Manager Jung-min Seo) 
 
First, how did you make the decision to become a Stage Manager? 
I majored in director. As a director, I wanted to know a little bit more specific, so I started as stage 
manager. 
 
I am curious about the awareness of stage managers in Korea.  
- As you know, in the case of the United States, Broadway is unionized. It requires 1 
PSM (Production Stage Manager) 2 ASM (Assistant Stage Manager) and PA 
(Production Assistant) position as a stage management team. How is the stage 
management team formed in Korean theatre business? 
- Also, I wonder if stage managers in Korea are being hired and used under the right 
rule. 
Korean theatre is not aligned with the rules and systems compared to the United States. Even 
though it is not composed of unions in Korea, it is registered as an association. 
Korean stage management team is composed of PSM, SM, DSM and ASM for one project / 
production as needed. When PSM or SM is selected, they choose their members from their own as 
a team. 
 
I am curious about the recognition of the stage managers in Korea. 
- I think the position of stage manager is still very new to non-theatre people. I would 
like to know the awareness of stage managers in Korea with theatre majors / non-
majors. 
- You said you wanted to let people know what the stage manager is during your 
interview in 2016. What has changed within 4 years? 
Korea has a smaller performance market than the United States. However, in recent years, the 
number of performances in Korea have been rising a lot, and the role of the stage manager is also 
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becoming known to people. Personally, it is a pity that the systematic professional educational 
institution of the stage manager is very rare. 
 
I think many stage managers are working in Korea. 
- How does licensed musicals hire stage managers? 
- Many creative musicals are produced on stage in Korea but I wonder if the stage 
managers are included in their productions. 
Most stage managers do not have standard selection criteria in Korea. There is a stage manager 
who participates every time for a big and old production company, but it is a little complicated. 
They are involved in the project but production. There are not many producers having licensed 
productions. It would be around 5 large production companies having large licensed productions. 
 
If there is a performance you are currently involved in, I would like to know the interaction 
between the stage manager and the team. 
Currently, I worked in the musical School of Rock, and also worked on musical Eyes of Dawn, 
Sherlock Holmes and Van Gogh. Normally, I participated in the role of PSM and hired the SM 
team. Depending on the situation, I also have SM and DSM. 
In Korea, the performance period of one production is about one to two months. Therefore, if the 
conditions allow for the work, the production stage manager may work different productions at 
the same time. 
 
I wonder how stage managers are being educated in Korea. 
- At present, I don't think the stage supervision programs of many schools are well 
established. I'm curious how the school is providing training for stage managers. 
- I am also curious how the program at university and local production are connected. 
Unfortunately, there are not many stage management institutions in Korea. Although it is a minor 
in the Department of Theater and Film at a university institution, it is not professional right now. 
However, recently, the Korea Culture & Arts Agency and Arco's specialized institutions are 
conducting stage manager training programs (practice) with training contents of about 3 days. 
 
I am curious how the musical and theater business in Korea is growing compared to the past 
and how it is changing compared to Broadway. 
- I think the stage manager’s position should come out of the surface of water due to 
the development of musical and theater business. What is the position of the stage 
manager in Korea now and their awareness in this field? 
- You said Korean stage work skills and environment are the best in the world. 
Compared to the technical development of the Korean musical and theater business, 
I wonder how the stage director is growing along with it. 
It's going up considerably compared to the past. The amount of productions is rising and numbers 
are huge. In addition, the creative productions are also created for the purpose of large-scale 
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licensed musicals. For example, there are also productions that are often worked by Korean 
production teams in conjunction with American Broadway creative teams. In addition, the 
technology is not great enough, but it is being put into the works little by little. It can be said that 
the role of stage manager and their responsibilities in musicals have been increased. I am not fully 
satisfied with it. In the last interview, I said that the stage setting ability was the best and was not 
set up and rehearsed for a long time due to domestic conditions because the production cost of the 
production company is not as high as in foreign countries. It is a condition that needs to be set up 
and rehearsed within an average of 8 to 10 days, so it was expressed as a quick succession. 
 
Have you had any difficulties when you introduced a Broadway show in Korea? I wonder 
what kind of difficulties you had as a stage manager and how did you solve them? 
The problem can be a burden, and it's a pity because it is only performed for a certain period of 
time without performing for a long time like Broadway. 
 
Is there any difficulty in working as a stage manager in Korea? 
As I said above, after performing for a certain period of time, it doesn't really help to make a living. 
So there seems to be a reason to do a lot of work. 
However, the biggest concern is that the payrolls of producers are often delayed or not paid. 
 
Lastly, what do you think is the big difference between stage managers in the United States 
and Korea? 
In the United States, I think that it calculated and prepared well while planning a sufficient 
production budget and work. And they are performing the productions on Broadway based on 
what has been verified on off-Broadway before they bring it to the Broadway audiences. The big 
difference is the role of stage manager in this process. 
 
 
Appendix H (Program Director Han) 
 
Please introduce yourself briefly. 
Performance Program Director of Korea Cultural Institute in New York State 
Program Director of Performing Arts, Korean Cultural Center New York 
 
What kind of institution is the Korean Cultural Center New York? 
Since its founding in 1979 as a member of the Consulate-General of the Republic of Korea in New 
York, the Korean Culture Academy in New York State has made great efforts to understand Korean 
culture and promote friendship between Korea and the United States. 
The Cultural Institute is responsible for various cultural activities such as various exhibitions, 
Korean movie screenings, and Korean food festivals every year. To be held. 
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It also provides a variety of information to promote friendship and exchange between Korea and 
the United States. 
 
What is South Korea doing to make culture known globally? 
The Cultural Institute is a government agency belonging to the Ministry of Culture, Sports, and 
Tourism of Korea.  
First, the Overseas Culture and Public Relations Institute has created and operates 32 Cultural 
Institutes in 27 countries around the world. Based on the Cultural Institute, we will strive to spread 
various Korean cultures to enhance the national brand image of Korea. 
Second, we operate ‘Korea-net’, a Korean online news service. In addition to communicating 
major issues in Korea, the company provides more variety of accessibility so that various kinds of 
information can be fulfilled not only online but also through mobile phones. 
Third, produce high-quality content that matches the national image. In addition to producing and 
distributing publications introducing Korea, he also produces overseas publicity videos. The 
theme and country-specific videos are produced to draw the world's interest in Korean culture. 
Fourth, we are trying to correct the wrong line of sight of Korea. In addition to providing an online 
service that accepts and processes error reports related to Korea, such as overseas media, the 
company is working to support the activities of various private organizations and individual 
activists to make Korea known correctly. 
 
I am curious about the amount of investment in culture and art in Korea. 
2020 Culture & Arts Division budget is 1.7 million dollars (212,130,000,000 won - KOR) 






How much of the performing arts is being invested through the Korean Cultural Center in 
New York? 
The New York Institute of Korean Culture is engaged in various activities that cover not only 
performing arts but also visual arts, food, movies, education, physical education, literature, and 
other general arts. 
The performance art accounts for about 25 to 30% of the annual budget. 
 
What procedures are used to get many performances from Korea to New York on stage? 
There are three major categories 
1) Korean public performing arts entertainment/ organizations perform with the invitation of the 
New York Korean Cultural Institute and major cultural and artistic institutions in New York 
2) Performing through the New York Korean Culture Institute's “Open Stage” program 
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3) Separately, a performance will be held in New York, with the invitation of each of my cultural 
and artistic institutions / organizations (in this case, support for public relations cooperation, 
mainly at the New York Korean Cultural Institute) 
 
When extending performances at various theaters in New York, I think that there will be a 
big difference from Korea in terms of policy / system in America. How do you solve these 
difficulties? 
In particular, if a performance group based in South Korea will perform at the New York 
theater/stage infrastructure operated in Korea, but also in cultural perception differences, The 
truth that requires effort to explain and understand is true. However, performing in New York is 
based on following the laws and policies of New York, and the parts that can be adjusted will work 
until they understand each other and reach an agreement according to the situation. A process is 
needed. 
In this process, it is also important to ensure that each other does not misunderstand, to accurately 
communicate each other's necessary contents, and to perform properly for proper communication 
and the role of stage interpreter. 
 
Is there a stage director hired when you stage a performance from the Cultural Center to 
New York? What is the role of the stage director? 
In most cases, there are stage managers belonging to the performance organization and they 
participate in the performance together. If not, we hired stage managers in our center. 
Basically, the main role of the stage manager is to manage the performances, staff, the schedule, 
manage, and the stage flow and progress. 
 
What kind of effect and influence do Korean cultural arts overseas activities have? 
How much do you think the stage held at the New York Cultural Institute will inform Korean 
culture? 
In particular, to introduce and inform Korea's excellent cultural arts in New York, the world's 
leading multi-racial / multi-cultural city Contribute to the cultural diversity of New York and let 
everyone be exposed to Korean cultural arts. It has a significant impact on understanding and 
inclusiveness of each other's cultures. 
In New York, the institution that can best perform these roles could be the New York Korean 
Cultural Institute, 
In particular, as a Korean government organization, almost all excellent performances are held 
free of charge, which has greatly contributed to the accessibility of New Yorkers. 
In addition, Korean artists in New York are also actively participating in performances hosted by 
the Cultural Institute. 
It has created opportunities to create employment for teaching and performing arts at traditional 
schools in local schools and has had a significant impact on the propagation of Korean culture 
for the next generation through these activities. 
